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Financial Globalization: Effects on
Banks’ Information Acquisition and Credit Risk

Financial liberalization accelerates global banks’ entry into new markets
where host countries hope to spur investment and economic growth. However,
banks sometimes retreat from their global ambitions and exit these new markets.
This study demonstrates how difficulties of foreign banks in new markets may
emerge due to disadvantages in the ability to assess credit quality compared to
that of established domestic banks. We present a duopoly model where two
banks conduct investigations in the search of qualified loan borrowers. The
model assumes that the domestic bank has a cost advantage in evaluating a
borrower’s credit quality compared to the competing foreign bank. Despite the
cost heterogeneity, an equilibrium exists in which two such banks coexist in the
market. Specifically, the information cost advantaged bank orchestrates a cream
skimming strategy which entails lower-price commitments of loan products and
higher investigation levels to screen and find low-risk borrowers. In contrast, the
information cost disadvantaged bank chooses a bottom fishing strategy which
consists of higher-priced loan offers with lower investigation levels. This results
in high acceptance rates of high-risk borrowers in the foreign bank’s loan profile
and correspondingly, higher default rates. We analyze the results to derive
implications for development policy.

Keywords: Banking, Duopoly, Cream Skimming, Default, Entry/Exit
JEL Classification: D43, D82, D83, E51, G2
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Ⅰ. Introduction
In the past two decades, there has been significant worldwide expansion
of global banks with host countries hoping to spur capital inflow and
investment, leading to economic growth. However, the recent exit of global
banks from new markets and their slow market expansions has brought
renewed attention to countries seeking foreign investment. Extensive
empirical studies allow us to understand the effects of foreign bank entry
on host markets, but how heterogenities between domestic and foreign banks
affect competition is understudied in such research. We attempt to fill that
gap by providing a theoretical model to show that informational asymmetries
across banks result in market segmentation where an informational
disadvantaged bank takes riskier borrowers and correspondingly, higher default
rates.
Many countries part of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) embarked in financial liberalization and opened up to
foreign bank entry in the 1990s, and a growing number of emerging market
countries followed thereafter.1) According to Claessens and Van Horen (2014),
from 1995 to 2009, the number of global banks increased by 70 percent and
their market share nearly doubled in emerging market countries. Global banks
are motivated to enter new markets by having an advantage in business
knowhow, advanced banking institutional structures, and greater economies of
scale than that of domestic banks.2) However, global banks also have offsetting
disadvantages in operating their retail banking services overseas and these
disadvantages may lead to impeded financial globalization.3) Berger et al. (2000)
found that foreign banks are less efficient and underperformed compared to
domestic banks from their cross-border financial strategies.4)
One important disadvantage for entrant (foreign) banks compared to

1) See Goldberg (2009).
2) For example, global banks have deeper capital capacity.
3) See Chen et al. (2017) for a list of banks’ disadvantages in operating their banking services overseas.
4) From the host countries’ perspectives, local banks are domestic banks and global banks from different
countries are foreign banks.
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incumbent (domestic) banks may come from information production in credit
markets. Berger and Udell (1996) show that domestic banks continuously
collect borrowers’ information via relationship lending whereas foreign banks
struggle to have such relationships.5) Claessens et al. (2001) found foreign
banks take longer to overcome informational disadvantages in new markets.6)
Asymmetric

information

between

lenders

and

borrowers

is

a

key

characteristic of loan markets. Banks screen potential borrowers to assess
their creditworthiness and determine whether they are qualified for interest
rates concerning loan products by acquiring proprietary information about
borrowers’ credit qualities, partially resolving adverse selection.7) With such
acquired information and the familiarity of borrowers from longer spans of
banking experiences, domestic banks may exude some degree of market
power over their customers and gain an informational advantage relative to
foreign banks.8) Dell'Ariccia et al. (1999), and Dell'Ariccia and Marquez (2004)
also support that such informational disadvantages for foreign banks may result
in low profitability from allowing more non-performing loans to shift from
domestic banks to their loan profiles.
The purpose of this study is to contribute to the literature on imperfect
competition in asymmetric information markets, particularly in the context
of banking sectors where emerging economies allow foreign bank entry. In
a theoretical setting, this paper shows how heterogeneous costs in search
of borrowers’ information between lenders drives competition and how it
affects credit markets. We find that informational asymmetries between
domestic and foreign banks segment credit markets in different borrowers’

5) Foreign banks favor asset-based lending, factoring, and collateral lending. Beck and Soldedad (2010) draw a
conclusion from the survey data that foreign banks allocate credit by making lending decisions based on hard
information, not soft information. Here, soft information represents information collected from relationship
lending and hard information represents information collected from public sites such as transaction data
including credit scores.
6) Fork et al. (2004) and Beck and Soldedad (2010) show that foreign banks rely heavily on transaction lending
and less on relationship lending. Detragiache et al. (2006) shows large global banks have a complex chain of
command that hinders their abilities to archive client information from relationship lending.
7) See Bhattacharya and Thakor (1993).
8) See Dell'Ariccia (2001).
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risk types. More specifically, the domestic bank tends to concentrate more
on lower risk borrowers (cream skimming) as the foreign bank has more
informational disadvantages compared to the domestic bank. The intuition
goes as follows: as information costs for the foreign bank (compared to
the domestic bank) increase, the domestic bank perceives that it is
ineffectual for the foreign bank to screen intensely enough to reject
high-risk borrowers and offer low interest rates in the market. Therefore,
the domestic bank sets interest rates and investigates to off-load the
riskiest borrowers who would otherwise prefer the foreign bank. In contrast,
these borrowers are the lowest risk borrowers to the foreign bank; hence, the
foreign bank lowers its investigation levels to attract those borrowers (bottom
fishing). Despite the foreign bank having non-negative profit, the foreign bank’s
low investigation levels induce high default rates, which stems from the foreign
bank’s failure of rejecting high-risk borrowers in its applicant pool.
In a recent study, Burke et al. (2012) provides a rich environment to study
optimal strategies of pricing and information acquisition levels in competitive
credit markets. However, the model is based on Bertrand competition, and
so cannot have an equilibrium in which two banks with heterogeneous costs
exist. Furthermore, despite extensive literature that allows us to understand the
mechanism underlying bank lending strategies, the standard framework
generally fails to hold results under informational asymmetries between banks.9)
We extend the Burke et al. (2012) model to allow for Cournot competition
to show that an equilibrium exists despite the heterogeneity in costs.
This paper presents a duopoly model framework in which banks produce
identical loan products with heterogeneous screening costs in search of
borrowers’ qualities. The key assumptions of our model are two banks have
different costs to access borrowers’ information and every borrower has her
beliefs about their own credit-worthiness. The heterogeneity of banks’ screening
costs and borrowers’ private information about their probabilities of default are
central characteristics for understanding the recent paradigm of market

9) References can be found in Dell'Ariccia (1999) and Dell'Ariccia (2001).
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competition in banking sectors. These key assumptions of the model allow for
Cournot competition rather than Bertrand competition.10)
Our main finding is that it is indeed possible to have an equilibrium where
foreign banks with an information disadvantage participate in credit markets.
We find that an informationally disadvantaged bank stays in the market rather
than exits as long as the screening cost spread between the two banks is
sufficiently large. In this equilibrium, banks pursue alternative strategies to
attract different classes of borrowers. In particular, an informationally
disadvantaged bank attracts relatively higher risk borrowers with lower levels
of screening compared to the competing bank. This mechanism works because
when borrowers apply for loans, their private information drives them to
consider not only the interest rate of loan products but also their expectation
of banks’ investigation levels. Specifically, borrowers do not face any
penalties

from

bankruptcy.11)

Therefore,

borrowers

who

have

high

probabilities of default rates care more about not being screened than the
cheaper price of loans. This is because those particular borrowers perceive they
are likely to be screened under strict scrutiny, and the price does not matter
if they are not approved for loans. Borrowers who believe their probabilities
on loan defaults are low realize that they are likely to be approved for loans
from banks under any levels of investigation; hence, they care more about the
price of loans than they do levels of investigation. This feature enables banks
to segment the market where there are two ex ante types of borrowers: the
type of borrower who values levels of investigation more and the type of
borrower who values the price of loans more.12) Therefore, banks can specialize
in lower risk and higher risk borrowers by offering loan products and acquiring
information about borrowers that lead to market segmentation.
These findings show how foreign banks’ informational disadvantage drives
the discrepancy between the risk-taking behavior of banks and this supports

10) Previous Bertrand competition banking models limits the focus only on banks’ pricing strategies.
11) See Kalaba et al. (1984) for borrowers’ zero bankruptcy costs.
12) Here, risk types are ex ante because borrowers’ ex post risk types are determined after the disbursement of
loans.
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for the empirical evidence and the real data analysis result. Chen et al. (2017)
empirically indicates that foreign banks have a riskier profile compared to their
domestic competitors and this may be due to proprietary informational
disadvantages in host markets. Dell'Ariccia (2001) and Marquez (2004) find that
new market entrants tend to have a higher share of riskier borrowers that shifted
from incumbent domestic banks. Also, in a recent financial liberalized country
like South Korea, foreign banks like Citigroup are struggling from operational
losses in the retail banking business.13) From the South Korean banking data
in Figure 1, foreign banks have been charging relatively high interest rates in
the household loan market compared to domestic banks. Moreover, Figure 2
shows that foreign banks have been allocating more than 30 percent of total
loans to high-interest rate loan products (above 8 percent). This indicates that
Figure 1: Loan interest rates offered by domestic and foreign banks

Notes: The above scatter plot represents the average interest rates of banks for household loans in
South Korea from 2013 to 2019. The domestic banks are KB, Hana-KEB, Shinhan, and Woori
Bank. The foreign banks are Citibank and Standard Chartered.
Source: Korean Federation of Banks

13) Since 2014, foreign banks including Banco Santander, Barclays, UBS, and HSBC have decreased their own
exposure in South Korean banking markets and started exiting the country. Citigroup and Standard
Chartered are struggling from operational losses in the banking business in South Korea (Financial Times,
Foreign banks struggle in South Korea, September, 2013)
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Figure 2: Risk portfolios of domestic and foreign banks

Notes: Each graph represents the banks’ distribution of loans granted by interest rate groups in South
Korea. The graph on the left represents the domestic banks including KB, Hana-KEB, Shinhan,
and Woori Bank, while the graph on the right represents Citibank.
Source: Korean Federation of Banks

foreign banks lend to relatively higher risk borrowers with more expensive rates
in the household loan market than domestic banks.
Our model also contributes to the literature on the foreign bank entry effect,
with an emphasis on applications to emerging economies. Levin (1996) and
Demirüç-Kuntet et al. (1998) found positive impacts of global bank entry, such
as stabilizing and promoting financial sectors in host countries. Demirüç-Kuntet
et al. (1998), Claessens et al. (2001), and De Haas and Van Lelyveld (2006)
found that hosting foreign banks introduces cutting-edge financial technologies,
encourages market competition, subsequently enhancing the efficiency of
domestic banks, and provides for more credit access to small- and medium-sized
firms in host countries. Moreover, Boyd and De Nicoló (2005) presents a moral
hazard model to highlight that increasing bank competition may reduce the
risk of failures and improves stabilities in loan markets. Our model replicates
a number of these findings via a previously unexplored mechanism: cream
skimming by domestic banks stabilizes the domestic banks by increasing average
borrower quality and efficiency increases as each bank offers interest rates
tailored to the average risk of their borrower pool.
Our policy conclusions recommend an appropriate way to control the
screening cost spread between domestic and foreign banks. Dell'Ariccia and
Marquez (2006) argued that foreign bank entry (credit boom) attracts new

7
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unknown borrowers into credit markets, thus informational asymmetries across
banks shrink. This causes domestic banks’ loan portfolios and financial stability
to be threatened by imprudent lending. However, Burke et al. (2012) shows
that the absence of multiple degrees of freedom for interest rates in competitive
markets (homogeneous banks without heterogeneous costs) induce banks to
perform excessive screenings instead of tailored screenings, resulting in the
rejections in a disproportionate number of customers. If host countries have
credit markets where domestic banks already perform strict investigation levels
due to the large screening benefits from high social costs of loan allocation
to high-risk borrowers and/or low information costs, then policy makers are
recommended to reduce the screening cost spread between banks. As the spread
decreases, domestic and foreign banks investigate intensely to attract borrowers
by offering low rates. This improves borrower surplus by merging more
competitiveness between banks and makes the transference of surplus from
monopoly banks to borrowers. On the other hand, if screening benefits are
small, because of low social costs of misallocation and/or high information costs,
then we encourage host countries to enlarge the screening cost spread across
banks. As the spread rises, host markets become more attractive to foreign banks
in terms of profit opportunities. Also, the segmented market allows to have
more degrees of freedom for different interest rates which more closely match
the borrowers’ risk types; thus, the presence of foreign banks improves credit
allocation efficiencies in such credit markets.
The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 develops a
theoretical model of the banking sector. In Section 3, we present a monopoly
banking problem as a benchmark model and derive the monopoly price
outcome (the interest rate of the loan) and investigation levels. Subsequently,
studies of a duopoly market equilibrium are conducted where two banks have
heterogeneous screening costs and the results are discussed. Section 4
manages comparative statistics with numerical computation approaches to
find relationships between primitive parameters and equilibrium outcomes.
Lastly, Section 5 discusses policy implications and concludes the paper. All
proofs and the robustness of the model are provided in the Appendix.
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Ⅱ. Model
Consider a credit market where lenders encounter uncertainty about
borrowers’ credit qualities.14) Lenders acquire information about the default risk
of borrowers, and supply loans at rates determined by the credit evaluations.
The supply side of the market consists of two risk-neutral, expected profit
maximizing banks ∈   where  and  stand for domestic and foreign
banks, respectively. The banks can investigate the credit risk of a borrower at
a cost. The demand side of the market consists of a continuum of potential
borrowers, ∈     Each borrower is one of two types: high-risk   or low-risk
  . High-risk borrowers have a higher default risk than low-risk borrowers.

Banks receive loan applications from the borrowers. The expected cost of the
loan including default costs for a bank from a low-risk and a high-risk borrower
are  and   respectively. Borrowers have superior information about their
types but they are not fully informed. In particular, each borrower has an
unbiased belief that with probability  they are a high-risk borrower. We assume
that   uniformly distributed     is unobserved by banks. Each borrower
enjoys a utility  of receiving a loan, and they cannot obtain more than one
unit of loan product. Also, the model assumes       therefore, the
efficient market outcome results from lending to low-risk borrower only.
Initially, each bank  announces a price   ∈ at which it commits to
sell a unit of the product to borrowers whose applications are ultimately
approved. These price (interest rate) announcements are made publicly and
simultaneously. Then, borrowers apply to purchase the loan product from either
bank.
Once a bank receives an application, it may acquire information about the
applicant. A bank  chooses a “degree of investigation”,  ≤  ≤  The degree
of investigation is unobservable and unverifiable. The cost of choosing  for
an applicant is       where      Here,  is a parameter of

14) See Burke et al. (2012) for details. We extend their framework to allow for cost heterogeneity and Cournot
competition.
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information acquisition cost function for bank      15) The parameter 
may reflect familiarity with the market, favorable government policy, and/or
an advantage in branches. By assuming    the model assumes that the
domestic bank has a cost advantage in terms of acquiring borrowers’ information
compared to the foreign bank.
If bank  pays    then the bank discovers the high-risk type of borrowers
with probability  If bank  discovers the high-risk type of borrowers, the
bank rejects the borrowers for its loan product. If the bank does not discover
the high-risk type, then the bank approves the loans. Therefore, the approval
probability for given borrowers is:

Pr  

if   

   if   



The process of information acquisition is based on a “no news is good news”
structure, i.e., if no information is detected to judge whether a borrower is
high-risk type then a borrower is approved for a loan. As a bank conducts a
higher degree of investigation, high-risk borrowers are less likely to be approved
by the bank, but low-risk borrowers are always approved for loans even though
the level of scrutiny becomes higher. Therefore, a borrower anticipating a degree
 of scrutiny from bank  assesses the probability of approval from this bank

as follows:
Pr                  ≤ 

By Bayes’ rule, conditional on approval, the probability distribution over
risk types of a borrower with belief  is given by:

15)   is an information cost parameter of the incumbent player (domestic bank), and   is for the
entrant’s(foreign bank).
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Pr    
  
    
Pr     
  

After a bank acquires information about the borrowers, the bank selects
qualified borrowers and provides them loan products at the posted price. The
expected utility of a borrower is determined by chance of approval and
surplus from a loan product.
             


 
Pr
Surplus
 

(1)

The first term represents the approval rate based on her private
information and the degree of investigation level from the bank she applies
to for a loan. The second term represents the surplus from the loan product
which is the difference between the loan value and the price of the loan.
The loan value is exogenously the same to all borrowers in the market and
price of loans differ based on banks’ pricing strategies. A borrower does not
apply for a loan if her expected utility is negative. However, if the borrower
anticipates non-negative expected utility, then she applies for a loan at the bank
which delivers higher expected utility.16) The expected utility function implicitly
assumes zero default cost for borrowers.17) Hence, borrowers with high  still
desire to apply for loans to banks.18)
Once a borrower applies for a loan from bank  the bank generates the
following expected profit conditional on  from an individual borrower 

16) As long as    borrowers benefit from loans.
17) See Kalaba et al. (1984).
18) High-risk borrowers lucky enough to be approved enjoy surplus with no default cost.
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Pr

 
Pr
Pr




   

(2)

                    

The expected profit from a borrower is the expected revenue less the
expected cost of supplying a loan with costs of information acquisition. As
the level of acquiring information reaches one, a bank discovers the
borrowers’ default risk with higher probability. However, the information
acquisition cost is convex increasing with the amount of information that bank
acquires. In other words, the marginal cost of acquiring information about
borrowers increases as the information acquisition reaches one.
In order to examine the total expected profit of the bank, ∏  each player’s
strategy spaces need to be defined. This model is a duopoly game in which
each bank chooses its price and the level of information acquisition. Banks are
able to offer any non-negative prices, and investigation levels are between zero
and one. Therefore, bank    strategy   is defined as  ∈  ∞  ×    
Consider the borrowers’ beliefs distribution, and let    be the
probability of borrower  applying for a loan to the domestic bank given two
prices. Then,        →    
Loan approval results in a payoff of    and rejection results in a payoff
of zero for borrowers. Bank  and bank  earn total expect profits of


∏ 

          




















and ∏ 



            




















respectively. The appropriated equilibrium concept is Perfect Bayesian
equilibrium (henceforth, equilibrium) in this model.
To examine levels of bank risk taking, the loan default rate of each bank
is defined as follows:
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The expected default loan ratio (hereinafter default loan ratio),  measures
the probability of having a high-risk borrower among its qualified borrowers.
Higher values of  reflect greater risk of bank failure involving many high-risk
borrowers in its loan portfolio due to the low investigation level.19)
The model assumes that the market is viable, so the study can focus on
the market equilibrium where banks stay rather than exit:
  
 


The market is ex ante viable if the valuation of the loan is greater than the
unconditional expected cost of supplying it to an average borrower in the
market.20)

Ⅲ. The Market Equilibrium
3.1. The Monopoly Market
In this section, we analyze the benchmark case where there is a single
bank and no entry threat of other banks in the market. In this particular
market, the monopoly bank sets the highest possible price and the optimal
level of information acquisition to maximize its total expected profit.21) Once

19) Next section shows that banks are compensated for extra risk taking via higher interest rates. In addition, the
 

capital adequacy ratio can be derived from  to measure the bank ’s financial stability.

20) Belief are uniformly distributed,    borrowers are equally likely to be low and high-risk.
21) Since the value of loan is the same to all borrowers, the monopoly bank can target the price of loan as  .
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the bank makes the price announcement, borrowers apply for loans. Under
the monopoly market, borrowers have no alternative, and they will apply for
loans to the monopoly bank as long as they have non-negative expected utilities.
Therefore, the bank offers loans with    all borrowers have the same
participation incentive regardless of their type and will participate. Then, the
bank chooses an optimal level of information acquisition to select qualified
borrowers and allocates credit to them. The monopoly bank is interested in
maximizing its total expected profit based on (2), ∏  


∏   max
   




    

  ≤    

The total expected profit of the monopoly bank, ∏   is made up of two
components: the total expected return and the total expected cost from the
information acquisition. The model assumes that the market is viable, thus the
total expected return is always positive.
The following first order condition shows the trade-off between the cost of
information acquisition and the benefits in terms of improved return:
  
∏′        


(3)

Observe that ∏′     holds from the assumption    Thus, an interior
solution to (3)  is
  
  
 

(4)

The bank is willing to pay more costs to conduct stricter information
acquisition on borrowers if the cost of supplying loans to high-risk borrowers
is high. However, if the cost of acquiring information is too high, the bank
prefers to select the low level of information acquisition.
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Since the full level of information acquisition is bounded by one, a corner
solution to (3) where    is optimal, if and only if22)
  

 ≤ 

The monopoly bank’s optimal strategy in the market where there is no entry
threat of other banks is characterized as follows:
Proposition 1 (The Monopoly Market Equilibrium without Entry Threat)



 




The monopoly bank chooses    and   min    where all



borrowers submit an application for a loan. The borrower surplus is zero,
and the bank surplus is the expected profit of the monopoly bank,





  
  
     

∏  max          and   max     






 





The result is intuitive. In the monopoly market without entry threat
borrowers have no access to alternative choices. Therefore, the monopoly
bank targets the highest price of loans for which all borrowers still have
incentive to apply for the loan. The optimal level of information acquisition
may vary depending on the primitive parameters such as   and   The
monopoly bank acquires full information if the expected default cost is high
and/or the cost of information acquisition is low. That results in low default
probability of the monopoly bank, hence, the market sustains the stability of
the monopoly bank with high total expected profit.

22) This can be derived from setting the optimal level of investigation, (4) is greater or equal to one.
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3.2. The Duopoly Market
Consider the duopoly problem where two banks pay heterogeneous costs
to acquire information about borrowers. Recall that    that is, the domestic
bank is able to collect borrowers’ information to discover their riskiness with
relatively lower costs than the foreign bank. The market game proceeds as
follows: Two banks make price announcements simultaneously, borrowers apply
for loans to either of the two banks, banks acquire applicant borrowers’
information, and banks allocate loan products to qualified borrowers. The
equilibrium is obtained by backward induction.23)
When deciding on their information acquisition and allocation plan, banks
may pursue one of the following strategies:
Cream skimming: Attract borrowers who have low probability of being high-risk
type by offering low interest rates and choosing high levels of information
acquisition.
Bottom fishing: Attract borrowers who have high probability of being high-risk
type by offering high interest rates and choosing low levels of information
acquisition.
Market domination: Attract all borrowers by offering low interest rates and
choosing high levels of information acquisition.
Watch and wait: Attract no borrowers by offering high interest rates and
choosing high levels of information acquisition.
In the duopoly game, some parameter spaces feature one bank pursuing the
cream skimming strategy, and the other bank pursuing the bottom fishing
strategy. In addition, this framework accommodates situations in which one

23) The game sequence involves imperfect information towards to borrowers, hence appropriated equilibrium
concept is Perfect Bayesian equilibrium in this model.
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bank captures the entire market while denying the competing bank from a
positive expected profit opportunities for any type.
Due to complexity of the model, it is challenging to characterize all
equilibria.24) Nevertheless, we are able to establish the existences of two different
equilibria depending on  values given fixed    The domestic bank pursues
the cream skimming and the foreign bank pursues the bottom fishing, 2. The
domestic bank pursues market domination and the foreign bank watch and
wait. The following propositions present each equilibrium and corresponding
intuition, then the characterization of each equilibrium will be provided in the
following Section 3.2.1.
Proposition 2 (The Two-Bank Equilibrium)
If  is sufficiently large, then there exists an equilibrium in which the
domestic bank chooses the cream skimming strategy, and the foreign bank
chooses the bottom fishing strategy. This is    and  ≥  . The
borrower surplus is greater than zero which is the monopoly equilibrium
case, and the bank surplus is sum of the expected profit of banks,
∏     ∏    where ∏     ∏    ≥  and   

The result is intuitive. In the duopoly market where two banks are
sufficiently heterogeneous due to a high degree of information cost parameter

 , banks pursue different types of strategy to attract different characteristicborrowers. Due to heterogeneity in screening costs and borrowers’ beliefs, the
model provides an incentive for higher-screen cost banks to enter into the
market and serve the market in a way distinct from the domestic bank. This
benefits the domestic bank because the bank can concentrate on a low-risk
borrower pool without paying the cost of screening and rejecting high-risk
borrowers.25) Meanwhile, the foreign bank performs low investigation levels and

24) Solutions come from three quadratic functions.
25) Due to sufficiently large  , the domestic bank knows that it is not a best response for the foreign bank to
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offers high-priced loans, attracting borrowers with a high probability of being
high-risk type because such borrowers are willing to accept higher rates in
exchange for low levels of the underwriting process. Foreign bank compensates
their profit loss from a misallocation of loans to high-risk borrowers by pricing
loans at high interest rates to all borrowers. In turn, greater acceptance rates
of high-risk borrowers in the foreign bank’s loan profile, and correspondingly
higher default loan ratio     
The following proposition presents the equilibrium where the domestic
bank captures an entire market where the foreign bank waits for a positive
expected profit.
Proposition 3 (The Monopoly Market Equilibrium with Entry Threat)
  
If  is sufficiently small or  ≥    then there exists an equilibrium


in which the domestic bank chooses the market domination strategy, and
the

foreign

 ∈

bank

chooses

      





the

and

wait

strategy

where
and

     

    
   min       
 



watch



where

all

borrowers

submit

an

application for a loan to the domestic bank.26) The borrower surplus is
max

               
   and the bank surplus is







sum of the expected profit of banks, ∏       ∏       where





         


max



       ∏
∏ 


    




and

    

  max         



 



engage in price competition. Moreover, the foreign bank cannot perform high levels of investigation.
26) The foreign bank only performs full levels of investigation when borrowers apply for loans. However, on
the equilibrium path, no borrowers apply for loans to the foreign bank and underwriting procedure never
occurs. The equilibrium outcome shows how interest rates and anticipated investigation levels can derive
the market to the certain direction.
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When  is sufficiently small and converges to  the foreign bank engages
in price competition with both banks offering the lowest possible prices and
acquiring the highest levels of investigation to attract low-risk borrowers. This
is an intuitive result in that as the market becomes more competitive, consumer
surplus grows but producer surplus shrinks from higher degrees of
competition.27) However, despite low-risk borrowers enjoying the higher surplus
from lower rates that comes from price competition, higher-risk borrowers lose
their credit market accessibilities from the banks strict scrutiny.28) Instead of
having bank service through high interest rates, now risky borrowers have a
smaller window to be approved for loans.29) This may result in an over searching
problem in the market.30)

3.2.1. Characterization
This Section characterizes both the two-bank equilibrium where two banks
share the market and the monopoly market equilibrium with entry threat, where
the domestic bank serves a whole market while the foreign bank waits for
positive expected profit. Figure 3 shows the threshold of the foreign bank
information cost parameter. We will consider two cases: i)  ≥  where 






Figure 3: Equilibrium Characterization Based on 

        
        
               

27) ∏   
     is    , if only if  ≥   and  ≥   hold.
  

        
           
28) To offer the lowest interest rates to compete with each other, banks have to acquire full levels of
investigation to sort low-risk borrowers from the borrowers pool.
29) Recall equation (1).
30) Unlike the two-bank equilibrium, the screening cost spread is sufficiently small, incentivizing the foreign
bank to attract only low-risk borrowers instead of attracting high-risk borrowers while offering
higher-interest rate loans. For more detail, see Section 5.1.
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is sufficiently larger than  and ii)  ≤   where  is sufficiently small so

 converges to  .
Two-bank Equilibrium
There is a certain region  ≥ 
  where the domestic bank knows the foreign
bank is unable to offer low enough prices for loans because of the screening
cost burden to attract low-risk borrowers in its applicant pool. Banks are
sufficiently heterogeneous in terms of information acquisition cost. In this case,
the domestic bank offers lower interest rates than the foreign bank and doesn’t
investigate any lower than the foreign bank. That is the domestic bank pursues
the cream skimming strategy and the foreign bank pursues the bottom fishing strategy.
Given a price pair    and anticipated levels of investigation   the
borrower’s best response is characterized by a cutoff 
.
Definition (Indifferent Borrower Belief)

 is the belief of the borrower whose expected utility is the same from

applying to either bank for a loan. Hence, a borrower with 
 is indifferent
between going to either bank.31)
Based on the indifferent borrower belief, 
  each belief-interval of borrowers
strictly prefers to apply for loans from a certain bank, such that  
  applies
to one of the banks and 
  to the other bank. Specifically, the lower interval
 
  chooses the bank delivering a larger      ∈   32)
Figure 4 illustrates the choice set of borrowers’ bank preference. The steeper
slope from the domestic bank’s  and  attracts relatively low-risk borrowers
where    and  ≥  and the remaining relatively high-risk borrowers have

31) The existence of indifferent borrower belief will be determined following section.
32) For convenient purpose, we define   as the slope of borrower is expected payoffs schedule from bank 
This   increases with a banks investigation level and/or decreases with the offered interest rate. A further
explanation of   is given in the following section and the Appendix.
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Figure 4: Borrowers’ Bank Preference (Interior Solution)

Notes: If    , the steeper blue solid line represents borrowers’ expected utility values from
the domestic bank with respect to borrowers’ . The flatter red dotted line shows
borrowers’ expected utility values from the foreign bank with respect to borrowers’ . The

 moves along depends on lending strategies of two banks.

more incentive to apply for loans from the foreign bank which has the flatter
slope. The optimality of these strategies is evident by observing equation (1).
In turn, given the price (that both banks are committed to), the market
share interval   , bank  chooses a level of investigation     to maximize
∏      

     








An equilibrium of subgame    is a pair

   and a cutoff type 
 such that 
 is the indifferent borrower’s belief,

and  solves the bank’s problem where
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To characterize the solutions, define the optimal level of investigation by
the first order condition of ∏  with respect to banks’  

   
  
 
  
  
  


(5)
(6)



Here, lower prices and higher indifference points induce banks to acquire
more information about each applicant, resulting in a lower probability of loan
approval.

3.2.2. Price Competition
In the first stage the banks choose and commit to their prices anticipating
the equilibrium outcome in each    subgame. Therefore, they play a
simultaneous move game where the total expected profits are given by
∏    ∏     and the solution is characterized by (7) and (8). We

consider various possibilities for pricing equilibria. Each pricing equilibrium
induces ∈  
First, due to heterogeneous screening costs, we observe that there is no
equilibrium where the chosen prices lead to    and/or    33)
Observe that for    , a higher  introduces a higher  and/or a lower
 hence, the domestic bank acquires more information about applicants to

offer a lower interest rate that gives borrowers a higher surplus. This leads
the domestic bank to attract low-risk borrowers because lower probability of
default borrowers are more incentivized to apply to the domestic bank for
loans.34) Instead the foreign bank engages in price competition against its cost

33) Some of the proofs are presented in the Appendix.
34) By observing equation (1), lower  borrowers are willing to undergo stricter investigation levels to have a
lower price deal.
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advantaged competitor, targeting borrowers who prefer higher acceptance rates
than the domestic bank. Therefore, an optimal price pair   where
   for the banks is defined by the following first order condition
          
∏ 

 





 


 





 

 


∏ 
    

      







 



 










    
 



(7)



  
    

 

 

(8)

Next, ∏    ∏     have to be non-negative expected profits in order
to have incentive for banks to serve the market. In order to prove the existence
of an equilibrium where the domestic bank pursues a cream skimming strategy
and the foreign bank pursues a bottom fishing strategy, we use the following
Kakutani’s fixed-point theorem to prove there are two fixed price points for
two banks in such an equilibrium. Some of the proofs are presented in the
Appendix.
 by banks’ two different
Furthermore, in order to see the magnitude of 
  from (1)
strategies of attracting borrowers, find the indifference point 

who is indifferent in applying for loans from either bank.
  

   
          

(9)

To have 
    as an unique interior point, the following conditions are
required.

    

(10)

      
      






(11)
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There is no possible deviation where  ≥ 
 for the foreign bank to lower its
interest rates to take the interval  
 because as the foreign bank’s information
cost parameter reaches to infinity, investigation levels of the foreign bank
becomes near zero, and this makes its  almost flat.35)
To obtain surplus for banks and borrowers in the two-bank equilibrium,
substitute the optimal price and investigation levels pair   and  
from first order conditions (5), (6), (7), and (8) which satisfy above (9), (10),
and (11) conditions into utility functions of borrowers and expected total profit
functions of banks, respectively.
∏   
  ∏   ∏  

   
 






          





















When  is sufficiently large, then the banks segment the market by
borrowers’ risk qualities. This allows extra degrees of freedom so that interest
rates are better matched with borrower risk, leading to higher welfare.36)
Also, calculating default loan ratio,  yields


      

  
  

      


The default loan ratio,  is the borrower fraction who are defaulted on loans
among the total approved borrowers. Hence,  needs to incorporate the
probability having high-risk borrowers conditional on the bank’s approved

35) Since   is near zero and  is bounded to zero, the foreign bank cannot make   any steeper. If the foreign
bank can effectively change   steeper and deviate to take the left interval, then    
 
36) See Proposition 3 for details. Low-risk borrowers enjoys lower interest rates and high-risk borrowers have
better access to the credit market than the monopoly market equilibrium with entry threat. If   is
sufficiently small, then banks perform full levels of investigation.
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applicant pool with the probability of borrowers are approved after
investigation. Since banks’ investigation on borrowers change the conditional
probability on approve, the probabilities needs to be updated by Bayes’ rule.37)
We will carefully examine the endogenous variables’ movements based
on different parameter values in the comparative statics section.
Monopoly Market Equilibrium with Entry Threat
Now, consider the case where  ≤   with given  so  is sufficiently close

to  The social and private cost of allocating loans to a high-risk borrower
is    while the private cost to a bank from the misallocation is
  ∈   In the duopoly market, as  moves closer  price

competition ensures that  and  are lower than  , and hence, banks have
higher incentives to acquire information about their applicants. In particular,
banks do not account for the positive borrower surplus    derived from
allocating loans to a high-risk borrower.38) Therefore, when  ≤   where

screening cost are not sufficiently different between two banks, the foreign bank
offers the lowest possible price to attract low-risk borrowers while the domestic
attempts to dominate the entire market.39) Therefore, the domestic bank either
matches the foreign bank’s price and performing investigation less than the
foreign bank or offers marginally less rate than the foreign banks to capture
the entire market.40) Figure 5 shows borrowers’ preference where banks offer
the foreign bank’s lowest interest rate possible.41) The domestic bank chooses

37)        ×   
38) See Burke et al. (2012).
39) Sharing the market is not a best response for the domestic bank. See the Appendix for more details.
40) The lowest price that banks can offer is its average costs,    in which banks investigate in full levels where
all borrowers coming to banks for loans               However, when      where screening
cost for the domestic bank is less than foreign bank’s, the domestic bank offers         which is



    






  to enjoy positive surplus. See Appendix for further detail
greater than    and    min 
 

calculation of   .
41) Here, despite the zero expected total profit of the foreign bank, by remaining in the market and collecting
borrowers soft information benefit the foreign bank to learn the market.
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the pricing and investigation strategies which deliver higher expected total
profit.42)
Figure 5: Borrowers’ Bank Preference (Corner Solution)

Notes: The flatter blue solid line represents borrowers’ expected utility values from the domestic
bank with respect to borrowers’ . The steeper red dotted line shows borrowers’ expected
 moves along
utility values from the foreign bank with respect to borrowers’ . The 
 becomes zero or one.
depends on lending strategies of two banks. Here, 

Ⅳ. Comparative Statics
4.1. Endogenous Variables, Foreign Bank Entry, and Information Cost
In this section, various comparative statics properties of the two-bank
equilibrium are examined. Specifically, we study banks’ lending strategies in
terms of pricing and levels of investigation with different degrees of
heterogeneity in information costs, and related implication such banks’ risk
taking behavior in the modern banking environment. Also, results of the
two-bank equilibrium are compared to the monopoly market equilibrium
without entry threat to investigate financial liberalization effects on a credit
market which has heterogeneous screening costs between domestic and foreign

42) The proofs for the monopoly market equilibrium with entry threat are presented in the Appendix.
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banks.43) To see how competing banks make lending strategies in the
environment of informational asymmetries between banks, exogenous
parameter values need to be identified.

4.2. Parameter Choices
To estimate the values of  and  we follow the conventional approach
to calculate the expected loss (EL) on loans from high-risk and low-risk
borrowers: EL =Exposure at Default (EAD)

×

Loss Given Default (LGD)

×

Probability of Default for each risk type. Acharya et al. (2007) measures the
mean LGD as 10 percent in household loans.44) The probability of default is
one if a borrower is a high-risk type and zero for a low-risk borrower. The
total loss value that a bank is exposed to when a loan defaults (EAD) in our
model is normalized to a dollar. Hence, the EL for high-risk   and low-risk
  borrowers is 0.1 and 0, respectively. We select 0.09 as an initial number

for the value of the loan   which is bounded by  and  Borrowers find
loans to purchase some assets and anticipate an expected return from them.
Hence, the value of the loan can be interpreted as the borrowers’ expected
return. Figure 6 shows the result of a numerical simulation with the above
estimated parameter values.45)

4.3. Simulation Graphs: Endogenous Variables
4.3.1. Investigation Levels
Figure 6  shows that the foreign bank entry improves overall screening
levels.46) On the two-bank equilibrium, the domestic bank, an informational

43) Here, the policy variable is allowing the foreign bank to enter or not.
44) We use the mean LGD in a healthy state which is lower than the LGD in a distressed state of the industry by
10 to 15 percentage points.
45) A robustness check is shown in the Appendix.
46) This is true when the parameter  is sufficiently small. The policy implication under different range of 
will be discussed in next section.
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Figure 6: The Two-Bank Equilibrium and the Monopoly Market Equilibrium without Entry Threat

Notes: The figure compares the two-bank equilibrium and the monopoly market equilibrium in the foreign
bank’s absence. Variables with subscripted  and  represent endogenous variables before and


after the entry of a foreign bank, respectively. On the x-axis which represents   the screening



cost spread becomes greater as it moves to the right. We have selected both information
parameters as 0.0045, while the   parameter value gradually increases while  is a fixed value.
The following values are for parameters from the identification section:
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cost-advantaged bank, performs high investigation levels while the foreign bank
has significantly lower investigation levels than the domestic bank. Despite the
foreign bank capturing borrowers who are distributed in the right edge of 

the foreign bank acquires lower degrees of information. This is because the
foreign bank differentiates its loan product to borrowers who desire to avoid
undergoing high levels of the underwriting process which lowers their
probabilities of accepting loans (borrowers’ expected utilities are formed with
the multiplication of probabilities of acceptance and the surplus of the loan
product). As the screening cost for the foreign bank rises, the foreign bank
starts to decrease its investigation levels. Also, the domestic bank investigates
less as the foreign banks screening cost rises due to the reduction in 
 which
means the domestic bank enjoys a higher quality applicant pool that needs
less screening.

4.3.2. Interest Rates of Loans
Allowing the foreign bank entry significantly lowers the price of loan
products by competition. Specifically, the domestic bank offers relatively
lower interest rates than the foreign bank on the two-bank equilibrium, and
both are less than the monopoly rate of  The domestic bank gradually
increases interest rates as the foreign bank’s screening costs increase. Figure
6  shows that the foreign bank always offers higher interest rates than the
domestic bank to compensate for the higher risk applicant pool. Furthermore,
the foreign bank cannot offer lower interest rates than the domestic bank to
attract low-risk borrowers as the informational asymmetries between banks rise.
This is because the foreign bank would like to attract a marginal low-risk
borrower by lowering the interest rate, but doing so would require lowering
the rate for all borrowers. Profits would decline as the remaining borrowers
are higher risk. Since the foreign bank is not able to perform high enough
investigation levels to reject high-risk borrowers, the foreign bank does not
reduce its interest rates significantly enough to attract low-risk borrowers. In
fact, the foreign bank increases its interest rates, because the foreign bank has
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to compensate the loss from high screening costs by increasing its interest rates.

4.3.3. Market Shares
After the foreign bank entry, the domestic bank captures the   
  interval
and the foreign bank takes the rest of market with riskier borrowers. As the
informational asymmetries between banks rise, thus the foreign bank requires
to pay higher cost for screening, the domestic banks market share decreases
while the foreign banks market share increases. This is because the domestic
bank off-loads its riskiest borrowers to the foreign bank. Specifically, the
domestic bank raises the interest rates on its loans to make its loan products
less attractive to its riskiest borrowers who prefer the domestic bank over the
foreign bank. While the domestic bank is paying the costs for high levels of
investigation, the bank does not desire to have borrowers who only bring costs
and no benefits. Therefore, the activity of the domestic bank’s reduction of
its market share also has an effect to lower the probability of applicants being
of a high-risk type. Moreover, as investigation costs become higher for the
foreign bank, it is easier for the domestic bank to shift its riskier borrowers
to the foreign bank because the domestic bank knows that the foreign bank
cannot conduct high investigation levels on top of offering low-price loans to
attract low-risk borrowers in the market.

4.3.4. Loan Portfolios and Default Loan Rates
Unlike the monopoly bank, the foreign bank entry lower threat from
high-risk borrowers due to high investigation levels and the domestic bank’s
average quality of borrowers improves on the two-bank equilibrium. When
the screening cost spread between banks is 4.00, the domestic bank records
a default loan rate of 5.5 percent while the foreign bank’s default loan rate
is 5.7 percent. As the screening cost spread becomes widen, the foreign
bank’s default loan rate increases more rapid than the domestic bank’s. This
is because the foreign bank allows higher risk taking as the screening cost
rises. Figure 6  indicates that when the screening cost spread increases, the
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risk level of default loans for the foreign bank increases while the domestic
bank’s risk level remains constant. This is because the higher screening cost
weaken the foreign bank’s accessibility of borrowers’ information, thus instead
of attracting left edge risk types of borrowers (e.g.,  closer to zero), the foreign
bank engages in less intensive investigation levels to attract more borrowers
who prefers higher loan approval rates. In addition, having a greater number
of high-risk borrowers pressures the foreign bank to raise interest rate of loans,
thus the foreign bank is able to afford some degrees of default risk.

4.3.5. Welfare
Due to informational advantage, the domestic bank outperforms the foreign
bank in terms of expected total profits. Specifically, the domestic bank
attracts the left edge of borrowers47) by offering lower interest rates and
securing

low-risk

borrowers

and

rejecting

high-risk

borrowers.

Furthermore, the domestic bank would off-load its riskier borrowers to the
foreign bank as long as it is unattainable for the foreign bank to acquire enough
information to offer lower interest rates to attract low-risk borrowers. The
foreign bank records higher profit as its screening costs rise due to a greater
size of market share and higher revenue from raising interest rates.
Profits of the domestic bank declines when moving from the monopoly bank
to the two-bank equilibrium following liberalization policy. This can be
interpreted as an improvement in credit allocation efficiency. Before the entry
of the foreign bank, the domestic bank offers the highest possible interest rates
where makes zero surplus for all borrowers. However, competing banks pressure
domestic banks to offer lower interest rates. To avoid losses from high-risk
borrowers with lower interest rates, domestic banks perform high investigation
levels to decrease the probability of accepting high-risk borrowers.
The two-bank equilibrium improves the borrower surplus significantly.
Unlike the zero borrower surplus in the monopoly market, the borrower surplus

47) The left edge of borrowers represents the interval where   
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is about 50 percent of the value of the loan on the two-bank equilibrium, and
it increases against the screening cost spread. Due to the domestic bank’s lower
investigation levels and off-loading riskier borrowers to the foreign bank as the
screening cost spread rises, there is a greater portion of overall (both banks)
borrowers receiving higher probabilities of acceptances for loans. Therefore,
the borrower surplus improves significantly by allowing the foreign bank into
the market, because competition lowers banks’ interest rates, and this results
in a greater surplus for borrowers. Furthermore, improvement in borrower
surplus may spur consumption and investment.

Ⅴ. Welfare Analysis and Policy Implications
We approach this section with two different perspectives in analyzing the
welfare effects from foreign bank entry. To derive implications for policy makers
of host countries and entrant foreign banks, it is crucial to be clear about the
difference between such welfare effects from the point of view from host
countries and the overall welfare of foreign banks. Our model assumes zero
default costs for borrowers.48) Therefore, as long as domestic banks in host
countries have an informational advantage compared to entrant foreign banks,
host countries are able to anticipate that foreign banks will pay default costs
from their high-risk applicant pool. This always protects host countries from
the entry of foreign banks into their credit markets.49) However, overall
welfare, including that of foreign banks, cannot always be interpreted in the
same manner as the point of view from host countries. If domestic banks
are already acquiring high levels of borrowers’ information, then it can be less
efficient to introduce higher screening costs into the economy.

48) See Section 2 for details. Bankruptcy costs, which are generated from delinquent loans, are a burden only to
banks, not to borrowers. This enables high-risk borrowers to apply for loans.
49) If the screening cost spread between domestic and foreign banks is sufficiently large, the two-bank
equilibrium holds. See Proposition 2 for details.
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5.1. Welfare from the Point of View of Host Countries
The previous comparative statics section compares the economies of one
economy allowing foreign bank entry and the other not allowing foreign bank
entry. Based on the results of numerical simulations, allowing the entry of
foreign banks promotes a more efficient credit allocation: distributing lower
interest rate loans to more qualified borrowers by easing adverse selection.
Before the entry of foreign banks, the monopoly bank offers the highest
possible price to borrowers because of the absence of competitors. Since the
high price of loans covers the losses from high-risk borrowers delinquent loans,
the bank is not incentivized to pay information acquisition costs to collect
borrowers’ information. Therefore, whether borrowers are of a good quality or
bad quality, they all have high-interest rate loans in the market. However, as
the credit market allows the entry of foreign banks, the domestic bank loses
monopoly market power and is no longer able to exploit the highest possible
rent from borrowers. Through the entry of foreign banks, the domestic bank
offers a lower price to compete for low-risk borrowers and performs higher
investigation levels to avoid paying default costs from serving high-risk borrowers.
The purpose of conducting an investigation towards loan-applied borrowers
is to find qualified borrowers for loan products. Thus, instead of investigating
high-risk borrowers who will most certainly be rejected for loans and will likely
default even if they are not rejected, it is more cost effective to merely charge
a higher rate and investigate less.50) The entry of informational disadvantaged
foreign banks introduces a cost effective way of investigation by having more
degrees of freedom in the market to possibly perform tailored screenings. The
foreign bank performs low levels of investigation and offers high interest rate
loans to cover the potential loss from high-risk borrowers. This is efficient, as
the foreign bank does not waste resources by heavily screening high-risk
borrowers, but instead shifts the cost of default to borrowers through higher
rates. Tailored screenings are possible when the screening cost spread between

50) At the given parameters, the cost of making a loan to an ex post high-risk borrower is lower relative to the
screening cost.
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banks is sufficiently large. If the screening cost spread is small, the foreign bank
may be able to offer a low enough price to the left edge of the borrower interval
and perform a high enough investigation level to find low-risk borrowers. This
leads to a search problem where the loan qualification standard is too high
and erodes borrower surplus.51) The graphical illustration of such investigation
levels of banks is provided in Figure 7. This transfers surplus from banks to
borrowers.
Unlike the transference of surplus from monopoly banks to borrowers in
competitive markets with the absence of screening cost heterogeneity, a
sufficiently large screening cost by the foreign bank creates more net surplus.
Due to the existence of sufficient degrees of informational asymmetries between
domestic and foreign banks, high-risk borrowers have better odds to receive

Figure 7: The comparison of investigation levels of banks in the parameter space
where the loan supply cost to high-risk borrowers is low.

Note: The figure represents investigation levels of domestic and foreign banks upon opening loan
markets for foreign banks. Banks’ optimal levels of investigation when policy makers allow the
entry of foreign banks are shown on the left. The level of investigation by the domestic bank
when policy makers deter the entry of foreign banks is shown on the right.

51) See Burke et al. (2012).
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a surplus of  due to the tailored screenings of banks. The foreign bank takes
the cost burden instead of the domestic bank when borrowers are rejected or
if they default. Hence, from the point of view of host countries, policy makers
always favor hosting foreign banks which have a sufficiently informational
disadvantage compared to domestic banks because the entry of foreign banks
enables more efficient credit allocation by tailored screenings and pawns off
the burden of default costs on entrant foreign banks.

5.2. Overall Welfare Including Foreign Banks
Accounting for foreign banks in the overall welfare analysis can be
interpreted separately compared to the perspective of previous host countries.
To analyze the overall welfare including foreign banks and to derive appropriate
policy implications, the screening benefit, which includes the social cost of
allocating a loan to high-risk borrowers and the information cost, are a concern.
Prior to foreign bank entry, the domestic bank determines the investigation
  
levels based on the strength of   It is notationally convenient to define

  
the positive constant    . This is a measure of the marginal screening


benefit under the given social cost and the information cost in the credit
market.52) With intuition from the market equilibrium before foreign bank entry
and numerical simulation results from the previous section at hand, it is
straightforward to derive the following proposition:
Proposition 4 (Policy Implications)
Prior to foreign bank entry, host countries are able to determine appropriate

52) This is derived from the monopoly market equilibrium condition. Prior to the foreign bank entry, if  ≥ 
then the domestic bank increases investigation levels and performs full levels of investigation, and if   
then the domestic bank investigates less than 1. The upper bound of investigation levels is 1. See
Proposition 1 for more details.
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policies for incoming foreign banks based on the strength of  .
1. (Reduce Screening Cost Spread) If  is sufficiently large, then the
host country reduces the screening cost spread between banks and
encourages high investigation levels.
2. (Increase Screening Cost Spread) If  is sufficiently small, then the
host country increase the screening cost spread between banks and
encourages tailored screenings.
Based on the screening optimality condition of the monopoly market
equilibrium without entry threat, the domestic bank performs    when
 ≥  despite the absence of the foreign bank. This means the market demands

more intense scrutiny with given information costs to avoid paying high social
costs. Hence, if the foreign bank observes the market opportunity and attempts
to penetrate the credit market, then the host country either deters foreign bank
entry or reduces the screening cost spread to have both banks perform high
investigation levels. This is because the market condition has a high  value
and this indicates that marginal screening benefits are high in terms of the
domestic bank’s information cost. Hence, the entry of the higher-screening-cost
bank would merely cause an inefficiency of using resources to investigate
borrowers.
However, a contraction in the screening cost spread may cause an over
search problem when the market has    This is the case where the domestic
bank performs low levels of investigation prior to foreign bank entry because
of a low  Although the market does not require high levels of investigation
due to a low marginal benefit of screening, banks perform high levels of
investigation to compete for borrowers.53) This results in an over search
problem; hence, under this market condition, tailored screenings are much
preferred to achieve greater overall welfare by increasing probabilities of loan

53) To attract borrowers, banks offer the lowest rates and this causes high investigation levels based on the
profit optimality condition of banks. The purpose of increasing investigation levels is to offer more
competitive rates. See Burke et al. (2012) for details.
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acceptance. Also, the numerical simulation in the previous section shows that
overall welfare, which includes the borrower surplus and the profits of banks,
increases as the screening cost spread becomes larger in that particular market
environment.
This is intuitive and possibly applies to not only banking sectors in EMEs
but also developed countries. If host countries already have credit markets and
domestic banks have high screening efficiencies, which has high screening
benefits and/or low sampling costs (a high  ), then policy makers are
recommended to reduce informational asymmetries between domestic and
incoming foreign banks to promote a more competitive market which satisfies
the high investigation market demand. However, if host countries have low
marginal screening benefits in banking sectors, such as having a relatively high
sampling cost and/or low screening benefits (a low  ), then policy makers ought
to increase informational asymmetries between banks to promote market
segmentation by specializing in the riskiness of borrowers.

Ⅵ. Conclusion
The recent financial liberalization has brought renewed attention to market
competition in the banking sector. Despite various advantages of foreign banks
from advanced countries, foreign banks have a crucial disadvantage that is lack
of soft information about credit worthiness of borrowers. Nevertheless, current
data from South Korea supports the idea that foreign banks use different
strategies than domestic banks to compete in loan markets. In fact, the recent
empiric studies and anecdote data imply that foreign banks specialize in
high-risk borrowers in the market (Paik, 2020b).
There are two key features of the model. Instead of setting the risk
component as a typical high-risk borrower population, we introduced
continuously different types of borrowers by assuming each individual has her
own private belief about her probabilities of default on loans (private
preference). This allows us to understand interesting dynamics of banking
competition where two banks have heterogeneity in screening costs.
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Furthermore, it helps to understand modern banking competition which is
influenced by financial liberalization of many countries.
By incorporating borrowers’ heterogeneous credit worthiness into the model,
the informational cost disadvantaged foreign bank has a profit opportunity to
participate in the market. More specifically, we find an equilibrium where two
banks coexist in a heterogeneous screening costs environment. In this particular
equilibrium, the informational cost advantaged bank offers lower interest rates
than the competing bank and acquires high levels of information to reduce
the probability of having high-risk borrowers. Unlike the domestic bank, the
foreign bank attracts high-risk borrowers by offering higher-priced loans but
lower investigation levels. Despite attracting high-risk borrowers, the foreign
bank offers high enough prices to avoid negative total expected profit. However,
if we repeat our static model multiple times, and change the value of other
parameters, then the foreign bank is prone to a default risk due to having
a greater number of high-risk borrowers.
This paper develops a theoretical model of banking competition, which
emphasizes the lending strategies of banks with heterogeneous screening costs.
While the model explains banks’ pricing and screening strategies, it also
demonstrates to the market segmentation where foreign banks take high-risk
in the market. One advantage of our model is that we are able to see and
compute the effect of a discrepancy in screening costs among banks. Overall,
we provide a workhorse model that allows us to evaluate the risk taking behavior
of banks in an environment where asymmetric information is present. This
theoretical approach can be applied not only in the banking sector but also
in various industries where heterogeneous characteristic firms compete in an
asymmetric information environment such as the labor, insurance, and used-car
markets.
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Appendix
Perfect Bayesian equilibrium (Backward Induction) Banks find their
optimal level of investigation levels. In this game sequence, banks do not
post investigation levels up front. Banks are able to change their investigation
levels after banks collect loan applications from borrowers. Therefore, banks
do not have commitment of conducting certain levels of investigation to
borrowers. In order to derive the optimal levels of investigation, find banks'
total expected profits:54)



∏  

     

∏  

      
























where     
 is a random variable and this is continuously uniformly distributed between

zero and one. Expected profit of bank  from an individual customer whose
 is the following:
                  
              

Bank 1 anticipates the market share that customers from zero to 
 (where
the borrower is indifferent applying either banks based on her expected utility).
Hence the expected total profit of bank 1 is defined as the following:



∏  

     










54) Here, we denote the domestic bank as bank 1 and the foreign bank as 2.
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Bank 2 anticipates the customers from 
 to 1 and the expected total profit
is the following:
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(Equ.1.2)



  
  




   
                  








 



The underwriting process is thus characterized by two key attributes: 1. It is
conducted after a borrower submits an application, and 2. lenders are unable
to commit up front to screening standards. Model exhibits analogous traits.





∏ 
From the FOC     the optimal  for each bank is the following:


  
  
 

  
  
  
 
Plug optimal investigation levels into each total expected profit function:
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To obtain  for bank  a bank select an optimal investigation levels  and
sets the price to make the expected total profit to be zero for toal borrowers
in the market.
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Theorem (Kakutani’s fixed-point theorem)
Let S be a non-empty, compact, and convex subset of some Euclidean space

 
Let    → be a set-valued function on  with the following properties:
–  has a closed graph;
–   is non-empty and convex for all ∈ 
Then  has a fixed point.
First, we need to define the function of prices    The price function

   starts from two single price points, and two price points have to be
greater than zero. This function    has to be a compact space where
it requires a maximum bound point. Borrowers have no incentive to apply to
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banks for loans if prices are greater than  . Therefore, the function   
is a non-empty, convex, and compact space where it is zero bounded and the
value of the loan is in two dimensions      ×     A set-valued function,
the best response for two banks that may not be unique, and is multiple.
However, the statement is correspondence, and derived from one price point,

   for two banks    →   . Then,  has a closed graph if the set is a closed
subset of some Euclidean space   . In addition, since  is formed with two
single price points,  is non-empty and convex for all prices and it is a subset
of the function

   
Therefore,  has a fixed point.
Lemma 1 (an Equilibrium Existence)
If 
        
         → 
  
       
then ∃            
There is no equilibrium where the chosen prices lead to    and/or
    Suppose that      Banks designing their loan products as
   or/and    result in both slopes,  and  become zero. However,

the strategies of the pricing and the investigation levels which make
     do not deliver the banks’ best responses. Offering    to

borrowers subsequently opens an opportunity for a competitor bank to attract
all borrowers by offering a lower price than  . On equilibrium path,     
has to be ruled out from the banks’ best responses. To have a bank’s optimal
levels of investigation at zero, its price of loans have to be  or/and the expected
market share has to be zero (Recall (5) which is the first order condition of
a total expected profit of bank with respect to its investigation level). If    ,
the domestic bank dominates the entire market since    (If   
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information cost advantage the domestic bank has a room to lower the price
than the foreign bank). Therefore, bank  targets the lower information
acquisition level until it captures all borrowers. Hence, it is not a best response
for banks to set their prices and levels of investigation to have
      cannot happen either and explanation is provided in

characterization of each equilibrium.
  
If  were sufficiently close to  or  ≥    then the foreign bank


chooses the full investigation levels. This is because the sufficiently low  enable
the foreign bank to attract low-risk borrowers like the domestic bank and the
  
   
optimality condition,    is always greater than or equal to


one under the given condition. To seek low-risk borrowers, the foreign bank
  
offers the lowest rate possible which is       (Under    , the


average cost of supplying loans without acquiring any borrowers’ information
  
is  and this is greater than     ). The domestic bank’s best response


to the foreign bank’s is either capturing the entire market or sharing the market
equally with the foreign bank. To dominate the entire market, the domestic
bank can either offer marginally less rate than the foreign bank with full
investigation levels or charge the same rate as the foreign bank while
investigating lower than one. To share the market equally, the domestic bank
can mimic the foreign bank’s pricing and investigation strategy. However,
sharing the market cannot be the best response for the domestic bank, because

  
the domestic bank able to make a larger expected total profit than ∏   

where both banks share the market equally. The domestic bank makes     
by offering marginally less rate than the foreign bank and performing full
investigation levels. Thus, the domestic bank dominates the entire market and
chooses pricing and investigation strategies based on the expected total profit,





           
∏   max         
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Figure 8: The two-bank equilibrium where the domestic bank pursues the cream
skimming strategy and foreign bank pursues the bottom fishing strategy

Notes: The figure shows how competing banks pursues lending strategies where the foreign bank has
a sufficiently higher screening cost than the domestic bank. On the x-axis which represents



 the screening cost spread becomes greater as it moves to the right. We have selected




both information parameters as 0:035, while the   parameter value gradually increases while  
is a fixed value. The following values are for parameters from the identification section:
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Figure 9: Two-bank equilibrium where bank  conducts full investigation

Notes: The figure shows   and residual values from the equilibrium condition equations such as the
first order condition of two banks and the indifferent condition from the borrower. The top two
values are for parameters from:   ,   ,   ,   . And the bottom
two values are for:   ,   ,   ,   .
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Figure 10: Countries with Global Banks Retail Bank Operations (2006-2016).

Notes: In 2015, Citigroup had 21 operational countries, 3 exiting countries, and 26 divested countries.
During the contraction of its business, Citigroup retail consumers declined from 268 million to
199 million (2016 Q2). Also, Citigroup lost more than 40 percent of their employees since
2007. HSBC had 26 operational countries, 10 exiting countries, and 24 divested countries.
HSBC retail borrowers have declined from 374 thousand to 220 thousand (2016 Q2). HSBC
has lost approximately 23 percent of their employees since 2007.
Source: Bloomberg, “Citigroup, HSBC Jettison Customers as Era of Global Empires Ends” (2016)
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<Abstract in Korean>

금융글로벌화가 은행의 정보 수집과 신용 위험성에
미치는 영향
백승헌*
금융자유화는 글로벌은행의 신흥개도국 은행 산업 진입을 촉진시키고 있으며,
신흥국들은 이를 통한 투자 증대와 경제성장을 기대하고 있다. 그러나 새로운 시
장에 진입하는 글로벌은행의 사례들을 살펴보면, 새로운 시장에서 경영 상 어려움
을 겪거나 또는 궁극적으로 신흥국 시장으로부터 철수하는 사례가 빈번히 일어나
고 있다. 본 연구는 진입국에서의 영업 기간이 상대적으로 단기간인 외국은행들이
채무자의 신용정보 평가에 있어서 국내은행에 비해 열위인 점이 은행산업에 어떠
한 영향을 가져오게 되는지를 이론적 모형을 적용하여 밝힌다. 본 모형은 외국은
행과 국내은행이 대출자격이 있는 소비자를 찾기 위해 대출심사를 행하는 과점모
형으로서 국내은행이 외국은행보다 차입자 대출심사에서 필요한 정보를 취득하
는 비용 측면에 우위에 있으며, 국내은행과 외국은행의 대출심사 관련 정보비용이
상이함에도 불구하고 두 은행들이 공존하는 시장 균형점이 존재하는 것으로 나타
났다. 구체적으로, 정보비용에 우위가 있는 국내은행은 낮은 대출금리와 엄격한
대출심사의 크림 스키밍(cream skimming) 전략을 펼치는 반면, 정보비용에서 열
위인 외국은행은 높은 대출금리와 대출심사의 강도가 낮은 바텀 피싱(bottom
fishing) 전략을 선택한다. 그 결과, 외국은행은 불량 차입자에 대한 대출의 증가로
높은 도산률을 나타내게 된다. 본 연구의 결과는 금융산업의 글로벌화에 따른 유
의미한 정책적 시사점을 도출할 수 있을 것으로 기대된다.
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